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Some Quotable Wisdom From Three
Science Fiction/Horror Authors
During the last months of stay-at-home mandates coming from all the tyrant wannabes in
government positions I’ve had plenty of time to
catch up on reading. My favorite genres of fiction
are Science Fiction and some Horror. In my reading I’ve come across some quotes and one short
story that ring very true to the situation we (and
for the most part Whites) find ourselves in. I have
these stories in book form, since who knows what
will be banned and disappear in the future.
My
favorite
Science
Fiction
book
is Dune by Frank Herbert. I have read all six of
his original Dune novels, as well as the other Dune novels written by Herbert’s son Brian
along with the author Kevin J. Anderson. While I
enjoy all the Dune novels, nothing can compare
to the writings of Frank Herbert in his original six
novels. Sprinkled throughout his novels are insightful words of wisdom, and so I provide just a
few of Frank Herbert quotes from his novels
here.

ty, oligarchs of financial empires, or entrenched bureaucracy.”
— Politics as Repeat Phenomenon: Bene Gesserit Training Manual

“Governments, if they endure, always tend
increasingly toward aristocratic forms. No
government in history has been known to
evade this pattern. And as the aristocracy develops, government tends more and more to
act exclusively in the interests of the ruling
class – whether that class be hereditary royal-
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er lie about what they’ve done if their verbal
orders cause problems, and they surround
themselves with people able to act wisely on
verbal orders. Often the most important piece
of information is that something has gone
wrong. Bad administrators hide their mistakes
until it’s too late to make corrections.” — God
Emperor of Dune

“Constitutions become the ultimate tyranny,”
Paul said. “They’re organized power on such a
scale as to be overwhelming. The constitution
is social power mobilized and it has no conscience. It can crush the highest and the lowest, removing all dignity and individuality. It
has an unstable balance point and no limitations.”― Dune Messiah

“Most civilization is based on cowardice. It’s
so easy to civilize by teaching cowardice. You
water down the standards which would lead to
bravery. You restrain the will. You regulate
the appetites. You fence in the horizons. You
make a law for every movement. You deny the
existence of chaos. You teach even the children
to breathe slowly. You tame.”― God Emperor
of Dune

“Good governance never depends upon laws,
but upon the personal qualities of those who
govern. The machinery of government is always subordinate to the will of those who administer that machinery. The most important
element of government, therefore, is the method of choosing leaders.”― Children of Dune
“Power attracts the corruptible. Suspect any
who seek it.”― Chapterhouse: Dune

“Police are inevitably corrupted. … Police always observe that criminals prosper. It takes a
pretty dull policeman to miss the fact that the
position of authority is the most prosperous
criminal position available.”― God Emperor of
Dune

“Bureaucracy destroys initiative. There is little
that bureaucrats hate more than innovation,
especially innovation that produces better results than the old routines. Improvements always make those at the top of the heap look
inept. Who enjoys appearing inept?”— Heretics of Dune

“Highly organized research is guaranteed to
produce nothing new.”― Dune
“Once men turned their thinking over to machines in the hope that this would set them
free. But that only permitted other men with
machines to enslave them.” ― Dune

“Remember: Bureaucracy elevates conformity
… Make that elevates ‘fatal stupidity’ to the
status of religion.” — Chapterhouse: Dune
“The difference between a good administrator
and a bad one is about five heartbeats. Good
administrators make immediate choices.”

“Do actions agree with words? There’s your
measure of reliability. Never confine yourself
to the words.” — Chapterhouse: Dune

“Acceptable choices?”
“Educational bureaucracies dull a child’s
questing sensitivity. The young must be dampened down. Never let them know how good
they can be. That brings change. Spend lots of
committee time talking about how to deal with
exceptional students. Don’t spend any time
dealing with how the conventional teacher
feels threatened by emerging talents and
squelches them because of a deep-seated desire
to feel superior and safe in a safe environment.”― Chapterhouse: Dune

“They can usually be made to work. A bad
administrator, on the other hand, hesitates,
diddles around, asks for committees, for research and reports. Eventually he acts in ways
which create serious problems.”
… A bad administrator is more concerned
with reports than decisions. He wants the hard
record he can display as an excuse for his errors.”

“Those who would repeat the past must control the teaching of history. — Bene Gesserit
Coda”― Chapterhouse: Dune

“And good administrators?”
“Oh, they depend on verbal orders. They nev-
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all around. Here, you discard all belief in barriers to understanding. You put aside understanding itself. This universe cannot be seen,
cannot be heard, cannot be detected in any
way by fixed perceptions. It is the ultimate
void where no preordained screens occur upon which forms may be projected. You have
only one awareness here—the screen of the
magi: Imagination! Here, you learn what it is
to be human. You are a creator of order, of
beautiful shapes and systems, an organizer of
chaos.”― Heretics of Dune

“When religion and politics travel in the same
cart, the riders believe nothing can stand in
their way. Their movements become headlong
– faster and faster and faster. They put aside
all thoughts of obstacles and forget the precipice does not show itself to the man in a blind
rush until it’s too late.”― Dune
“Much that was called religion has carried an
unconscious attitude of hostility toward life.
True religion must teach that life is filled with
joys pleasing to the eye of God [or gods], that
knowledge without action is empty. All men
must see that the teaching of religion by rules
and rote is largely a hoax. The proper teaching
is recognized with ease. You can know it without fail because it awakens within you that
sensation which tells you this is something
you’ve always known.”― Dune

“The mind can go either direction under
stress—toward positive or toward negative:
on or off. Think of it as a spectrum whose extremes are unconsciousness at the negative
end and hyperconsciousness at the positive
end. The way the mind will lean under stress
is strongly influenced by training.”― Dune
“Desperate people are the most dangerous.”― Dune

“Hope clouds observation.”― Dune
“If you need something to worship, then worship life – all life, every last crawling bit of it!
We’re all in this beauty together!”― Dune
Messiah

“To know a thing well, know its limits; Only
when pushed beyond its tolerance will its true
nature be seen. -The Amtal Rule”― Children
of Dune

“This is the awe-inspiring universe of magic:
There are no atoms, only waves and motions
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“When I need to identify rebels, I look for men
with principles”― God Emperor of Dune

“But,” said Arthur, going in for the big one
again, “why?”
“Because if they didn’t vote for a lizard,”
said Ford, “the wrong lizard might get in.”

“The people who can destroy a thing, they control it.”― Dune

Finally, I am currently in the midst of reading H.P. Lovecraft‘s The Complete Fiction. I include here a link to a previous story in The Renegade Tribune about H.P. Lovecraft. In today’s
climate H.P. Lovecraft is denounced as a racist
and anti-Semitic, although he came from a time
when White men weren’t as controlled by political correctness and, in fact, he was married for a
time to a Jewess. While most of his writing is in
the Horror genre, I include here one of his nonHorror short stories The Street, written in written
in 1919.
Lovecraft said the story was inspired by the
1919 Boston Police Strike. A brief quote from
Wikipedia
states
“During
the
strike, Boston experienced several nights of lawlessness. Several thousand members of
the Massachusetts State Guard, supported by volunteers, restored order by force. Press reaction
both locally and nationally described the strike
as Bolshevik-inspired and directed at the destruction of civil society. The strikers were called
“deserters” and “agents of Lenin.” Samuel Gompers of the AFL recognized that the strike was
damaging the cause of labor in the public mind
and advised the strikers to return to work. Commissioner Curtis refused to re-hire the striking
policemen. He was supported by Massachusetts
Governor Calvin Coolidge, whose rebuke of
Gompers earned him a national reputation.” See
if this short story doesn’t ring familiar.

These are only a few of the many insightful
Frank Herbert Dune quotes, but of course I cannot leave out the very familiar “Litany against
fear.”
“I must not fear. Fear is the mind-killer.
Fear is the little-death that brings total obliteration. I will face my fear. I will permit it to
pass over me and through me. And when it has
gone past I will turn the inner eye to see its
path. Where the fear has gone there will be
nothing. Only I will remain.”― Dune
I recently completed reading Douglas Adams’ tongue-in-cheek Ultimate Hitchhiker’s
Guide to the Galaxy. I found it to be a very
“spacey” tome made up of his three, or is it five,
novels. But it is a wry commentary on the world
condition told through Science Fiction. There is
only one quote from this work that I present here
and really brings home what is occurring at the
time of this writing, the US elections.
The set-up for this quote is the arrival of an
alien spacecraft on Earth that disgorges a large
destructive robot that demands “Take me to your
lizard.”
“[Ford said] “.. On its world, the people are
people. The leaders are lizards. The people
hate the lizards and the lizards rule the people.”
“Odd,” said Arthur. “I thought you said it
was a democracy.”
“I did,” said Ford. “It is.”
“So,” said Arthur, hoping he wasn’t sounding ridiculously obtuse, “why don’t the people
get rid of the lizards?”
“It honestly doesn’t occur to them,” said
Ford. “They’ve all got the vote, so they all
pretty much assume that the government they
voted in more or less approximates to the government they want.”
“You mean they actually vote for the lizards?”
“Oh yes,” said Ford with a shrug, “of
course.”

There be those who say that things and places have souls, and there be those who say they
have not; I dare not say, myself, but I will tell
of The Street.
Men of strength and honour fashioned that
Street; good, valiant men of our blood who
had come from the Blessed Isles across the sea.
At first it was but a path trodden by bearers of
water from the woodland spring to the cluster
of houses by the beach. Then, as more men
came to the growing cluster of houses and
looked about for places to dwell, they built
cabins along the north side; cabins of stout
oaken logs with masonry on the side toward
the forest, for many Indians lurked there with
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fire-arrows. And in a few years more, men
built cabins on the south side of The Street.
Up and down The Street walked grave men
in conical hats, who most of the time carried
muskets or fowling pieces. And there were also
their bonneted wives and sober children. In
the evening these men with their wives and
children would sit about gigantic hearths and
read and speak. Very simple were the things of
which they read and spoke, yet things which
gave them courage and goodness and helped
them by day to subdue the forest and till the
fields. And the children would listen, and learn
of the laws and deeds of old, and of that dear
England which they had never seen, or could
not remember.
There was war, and thereafter no more Indians troubled The Street. The men, busy with
labour, waxed prosperous and as happy as
they knew how to be. And the children grew
up comfortably, and more families came from
the Mother Land to dwell on The Street. And
the children’s children, and the newcomers’
children, grew up. The town was now a city,
and one by one the cabins gave place to houses; simple, beautiful houses of brick and wood,
with stone steps and iron railings and fanlights
over the doors. No flimsy creations were these
houses, for they were made to serve many a
generation. Within there were carven mantels
and graceful stairs, and sensible, pleasing furniture, china, and silver, brought from the
Mother Land.
So The Street drank in the dreams of a
young people, and rejoiced as its dwellers became more graceful and happy. Where once
had been only strength and honour, taste and
learning now abode as well. Books and paintings and music came to the houses, and the
young men went to the university which rose
above the plain to the north. In the place of
conical hats and muskets there were threecornered hats and small-swords, and lace and
snowy periwigs. And there were cobblestones
over which clattered many a blooded horse
and rumbled many a gilded coach; and brick
sidewalks with horse blocks and hitchingposts.
There were in that Street many trees; elms
and oaks and maples of dignity; so that in the
summer the scene was all soft verdure and
twittering bird-song. And behind the houses
were walled rose-gardens with hedged paths
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and sundials, where at evening the moon and
stars would shine bewitchingly while fragrant
blossoms glistened with dew.
So The Street dreamed on, past wars, calamities, and changes. Once most of the young
men went away, and some never came back.
That was when they furled the Old Flag and
put up a new Banner of Stripes and Stars. But
though men talked of great changes, The
Street felt them not; for its folk were still the
same, speaking of the old familiar things in the
old familiar accents. And the trees still sheltered singing birds, and at evening the moon
and stars looked down upon dewy blossoms in
the walled rose-gardens.
In time there were no more swords, threecornered hats, or periwigs in The Street. How
strange seemed the denizens with their walking-sticks, tall beavers, and cropped heads!
New sounds came from the distance—first
strange puffings and shrieks from the river a
mile away, and then, many years later, strange
puffings and shrieks and rumblings from other directions. The air was not quite so pure as
before, but the spirit of the place had not
changed. The blood and soul of the people
were as the blood and soul of their ancestors
who had fashioned The Street. Nor did the
spirit change when they tore open the earth to
lay down strange pipes, or when they set up
tall posts bearing weird wires. There was so
much ancient lore in that Street, that the past
could not easily be forgotten.
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Then came days of evil, when many who had
known The Street of old knew it no more; and
many knew it, who had not known it before.
And those who came were never as those who
went away; for their accents were coarse and
strident, and their mien and faces unpleasing.
Their thoughts, too, fought with the wise, just
spirit of The Street, so that The Street pined
silently as its houses fell into decay, and its
trees died one by one, and its rose-gardens
grew rank with weeds and waste. But it felt a
stir of pride one day when again marched
forth young men, some of whom never came
back. These young men were clad in blue.
With the years worse fortune came to The
Street. Its trees were all gone now, and its rosegardens were displaced by the backs of cheap,
ugly new buildings on parallel streets. Yet the
houses remained, despite the ravages of the
years and the storms and worms, for they had
been made to serve many a generation. New
kinds of faces appeared in The Street;
swarthy, sinister faces with furtive eyes and
odd features, whose owners spoke unfamiliar
words and placed signs in known and unknown characters upon most of the musty
houses. Push-carts crowded the gutters. A sordid, undefinable stench settled over the place,
and the ancient spirit slept.
Great excitement once came to The Street.
War and revolution were raging across the
seas; a dynasty had collapsed, and its degenerate subjects were flocking with dubious intent
to the Western Land. Many of these took lodgings in the battered houses that had once
known the songs of birds and the scent of roses. Then the Western Land itself awoke, and
joined the Mother Land in her titanic struggle
for civilisation. Over the cities once more floated the Old Flag, companioned by the New Flag
and by a plainer yet glorious Tri-colour. But
not many flags floated over The Street, for
therein brooded only fear and hatred and ignorance. Again young men went forth, but not
quite as did the young men of those other days.
Something was lacking. And the sons of those
young men of other days, who did indeed go
forth in olive-drab with the true spirit of their
ancestors, went from distant places and knew
not The Street and its ancient spirit.
Over the seas there was a great victory, and
in triumph most of the young men returned.
Those who had lacked something lacked it no

longer, yet did fear and hatred and ignorance
still brood over The Street; for many had
stayed behind, and many strangers had come
from distant places to the ancient houses. And
the young men who had returned dwelt there
no longer. Swarthy and sinister were most of
the strangers, yet among them one might find
a few faces like those who fashioned The Street
and moulded its spirit. Like and yet unlike, for
there was in the eyes of all a weird, unhealthy
glitter as of greed, ambition, vindictiveness, or
misguided zeal. Unrest and treason were
abroad amongst an evil few who plotted to
strike the Western Land its death-blow, that
they might mount to power over its ruins; even
as assassins had mounted in that unhappy,
frozen land from whence most of them had
come. And the heart of that plotting was in
The Street, whose crumbling houses teemed
with alien makers of discord and echoed with
the plans and speeches of those who yearned
for the appointed day of blood, flame, and
crime.
Of the various odd assemblages in The
Street, the law said much but could prove little. With great diligence did men of hidden
badges linger and listen about such places as
Petrovitch’s Bakery, the squalid Rifkin School
of Modern Economics, the Circle Social Club,
and the Liberty Café. There congregated sinister men in great numbers, yet always was their
speech guarded or in a foreign tongue. And
still the old houses stood, with their forgotten
lore of nobler, departed centuries; of sturdy
colonial tenants and dewy rose-gardens in the
moonlight. Sometimes a lone poet or traveller
would come to view them, and would try to
picture them in their vanished glory; yet of
such travellers and poets there were not many.
The rumour now spread widely that these
houses contained the leaders of a vast band of
terrorists, who on a designated day were to
launch an orgy of slaughter for the extermination of America and of all the fine old traditions which The Street had loved. Handbills
and papers fluttered about filthy gutters;
handbills and papers printed in many tongues
and in many characters, yet all bearing messages of crime and rebellion. In these writings
the people were urged to tear down the laws
and virtues that our fathers had exalted; to
stamp out the soul of the old America—the
soul that was bequeathed through a thousand
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very queer uniformity. It was, indeed, an exceedingly singular happening; though after all
a simple one. For without warning, in one of
the small hours beyond midnight, all the ravages of the years and the storms and the
worms came to a tremendous climax; and after the crash there was nothing left standing in
The Street save two ancient chimneys and part
of a stout brick wall. Nor did anything that
had been alive come alive from the ruins.
A poet and a traveller, who came with the
mighty crowd that sought the scene, tell odd
stories. The poet says that all through the
hours before dawn he beheld sordid ruins but
indistinctly in the glare of the arc-lights; that
there loomed above the wreckage another picture wherein he could descry moonlight and
fair houses and elms and oaks and maples of
dignity. And the traveller declares that instead
of the place’s wonted stench there lingered a
delicate fragrance as of roses in full bloom.
But are not the dreams of poets and the tales
of travellers notoriously false?
There be those who say that things and places have souls, and there be those who say they
have not; I dare not say, myself, but I have
told you of The Street.
Source: renegadetribune.com

and a half years of Anglo-Saxon freedom, justice, and moderation. It was said that the
swart men who dwelt in The Street and congregated in its rotting edifices were the brains
of a hideous revolution; that at their word of
command many millions of brainless, besotted
beasts would stretch forth their noisome talons
from the slums of a thousand cities, burning,
slaying, and destroying till the land of our fathers should be no more. All this was said and
repeated, and many looked forward in dread
to the fourth day of July, about which the
strange writings hinted much; yet could nothing be found to place the guilt. None could tell
just whose arrest might cut off the damnable
plotting at its source. Many times came bands
of blue-coated police to search the shaky houses, though at last they ceased to come; for they
too had grown tired of law and order, and had
abandoned all the city to its fate. Then men in
olive-drab came, bearing muskets; till it
seemed as if in its sad sleep The Street must
have some haunting dreams of those other
days, when musket-bearing men in conical
hats walked along it from the woodland spring
to the cluster of houses by the beach. Yet could
no act be performed to check the impending
cataclysm; for the swart, sinister men were old
in cunning.
So The Street slept uneasily on, till one night
there gathered in Petrovitch’s Bakery and the
Rifkin School of Modern Economics, and the
Circle Social Club, and Liberty Café, and in
other places as well, vast hordes of men whose
eyes were big with horrible triumph and expectation. Over hidden wires strange messages
travelled, and much was said of still stranger
messages yet to travel; but most of this was not
guessed till afterward, when the Western Land
was safe from the peril. The men in olive-drab
could not tell what was happening, or what
they ought to do; for the swart, sinister men
were skilled in subtlety and concealment.
And yet the men in olive-drab will always
remember that night, and will speak of The
Street as they tell of it to their grandchildren;
for many of them were sent there toward
morning on a mission unlike that which they
had expected. It was known that this nest of
anarchy was old, and that the houses were tottering from the ravages of the years and the
storms and the worms; yet was the happening
of that summer night a surprise because of its
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